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your email address is not saved when you have a
paid revealer keylogger, and you have the right to
be forgotten. revealer keylogger pro was
examined by our antivirus program, and declared
as being clean of viruses, spyware, trojans and
was also free of errors. additionally, the program
was declared to be safe for personal computers.
the most common filename to identify this
programs setup utility is rvlkl.exe. logixoft has all
rights to the program and its copyright. revealer
keylogger pro is used to spy on the persons
computer without the persons even noticing. its
hidden monitoring program can be used for
logging the activities of a child or spouse. the
program will send you the log every two days. no
spyware can be installed on a non-professional
computer. the program also logs chats and turns
off your microphone. applying an illegal keylogger
on a neighbor or family member might be
dangerous, as this can lead to blackmail. the
program can log everything, like passwords, chat
conversations, emails, and more. the online
version of the software lets you select what to
monitor and where. revealer keylogger pro can
automatically hide the app icon, so that the user
never sees it. the most frequent name for this
programs setup utility in our archive is rvlkl.exe. if
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it is not in the applications folder, then it must be
on the computer. download the latest version of
this application and run it to install the software.
you can get the genuine revealer keylogger pro
from our site. all versions that are available for
free download come with a thirty-day
unconditional money back guarantee. its a great
investment, as its more secure than any
unprotected computer. for example, revealer
keylogger pro can be used to monitor your family
members computers, employer, friends, even
parents. the creators of the program simply cant
access or control the data you enter on your
machine. in order to ensure that your childs
computer privacy is protected, you can install a
free version of this software. it is capable of
monitoring keystrokes typed on a non-
professional computers and allows you to capture
screenshots, chats, emails, or even passwords
typed on it.
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